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The great inflation debate ... and investing implications

“A problem well stated is a problem half solved.”
- Charles Kettering
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up in monthly government data,

Additionally, shipping bottlenecks are

bounds that are digestible by
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likely to persist for many more months,

the economy and market.

look past current price pressures
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considerable cost pressures in the
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upside risk from current levels. Looking

10-year Treasury note yields, that

out to mid-2022, however, the current
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modest rate of wage growth is not

have fallen about one-quarter of

consistent with persistent longer-term
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inflation, and the strongest wage

The breaking of a 40-year trend of
declining or low inflation ushers in
a highly unfamiliar environment
for market participants.

growth levels are not consistent
with longer-term inflation.

Equities provide a medium-term
inflation hedge, and we expect
that investors will gradually.
become more comfortable
amid inflationary pressures.
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Exhibit 1 » U.S. Core Consumer Price Index (CPI) (less food and energy)
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pressure is concentrated in the lowest wage quartile

equities tend to provide a degree of inflation hedge,

(Exhibit #2). Overall, wages are increasing at a slower

at least for the industries with pricing power.”

rate than that seen in growth periods of prior decades.
Will the Fed’s response derail the equity market?
The Fed’s updated projections released on June 16, and
Chairman Powell’s accompanying press conference,
provided a flavor of what is likely to come. Nothing in the
new projections or the press conference conflicted with
an overall dovish approach, but marginal new information
nonetheless led to short-term market digestion and
selloff. Projections for interest rate levels in 2023 were
increased, but Chairman Powell’s press conference partially
calmed markets when he stressed that most inflation
pressures appear temporary, are reasonably “anchored,”
and that an interest rate liftoff is “well into the future.”

This statement remains valid, but inflation concerns
could put a dent in investor confidence and depress
the multiples investors are willing to pay for earnings
until such fears abate. While such a shift in psychology
could pose a headwind, we expect these concerns
will diminish over the coming quarters. We may not
yet have reached peak inflation concern, but we
expect that investors will gradually become more
comfortable amid inflationary pressures and gravitate
toward equities as many companies find an adequate
mix of managing and passing on cost increases.
Current positioning and inflation considerations
Within equities – an asset class, as mentioned, that

It is worth reiterating our thoughts from last month’s

serves as a medium-term inflation hedge – our

Outlook ... “Our base case, however, continues to be

recommended overweight to both small-cap and mid-

that longer-term interest rates will rise in a measured

cap U.S. equities aligns with economic acceleration

way throughout 2021, and are more likely to cause

and leans into more cyclical areas of the economy

intermittent equity market volatility rather than a

that should continue to benefit from reopening.

change in overall direction. From a broader perspective,
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Exhibit 2 » Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta Wage Growth Tracker
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What about gold? While frequently cited as a good

Overall, we continue to favor accepting equity risk

inflation hedge, that notion fails to hold up once

and remaining underweight core fixed income. The

the extreme inflationary period of the late 1970s is

uncertainty associated with inflation persistence will likely

excluded. Gold could also struggle against a backdrop

lead to periods of pauses and pullbacks to digest new

of strong economic growth this year and next.

information, but unless the Fed shifts its dovish stance

Indeed, immediately following the Fed’s June 16

materially, equity markets should maintain a positive

announcement, the dollar strengthened, bond yields

bias amid strong earnings growth. It’s hard to overstate

rose, and gold prices tumbled more than two percent.

the importance of the Fed’s interpretation of data at

Other commodities might seem a no-brainer in an
inflationary environment, but almost all investments in
the space involve futures contracts, and those returns
can deviate materially from spot prices. Even the
headline-grabbing experience of soaring lumber prices
has seen a comeuppance, and prices have fallen over
40% in recent weeks, although still trading well above
historical norms. China also recently announced plans

this juncture of high uncertainty and unprecedented
economic reopening. In his June 16 press conference,
Chairman Powell stressed that long-term inflation
expectations are what matter for monetary policy, and
that those come from a mix of economists, the public,
and market-based measures. We are tracking these
measures closely for early indications that the Fed may
turn more or less supportive in coming months.

to release metal reserves to rein in commodity prices.
Similarly, Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)
have also come down and failed to surpass the highs
set in their January spike. The expectations for many
of these assets pose a similar challenge -- that is, finetuning positions around inflation that is expected to ease
in coming quarters can turn speculative and volatile.
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